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Message from our Chair
It seems we are still navigating the same challenging scenarios as the last time I
wrote a message for the newsletter, and that is the restrictions and rules caused
by the unrelenting COVID-19 pandemic that have limited our society so much
these past two years. And again, I have to admit that despite these difficulties,
the Friends have still somehow managed to be active and engaged, and we have
accomplished much in the last 10 months or so… even if most of our meetings
use the Zoom platform.
The Friends actively participated in the Living Memorial Tree plants this past
May, in partnership with the Algonquin Section of the Canadian Institute of
Forestry and Algonquin College’s forest tech students. I offer my sincere thanks
to the members who came out to help get trees in the ground. These tree plants
are not only very meaningful and important to thousands of families across
Ontario who have lost loved-ones, but they also help us to raise some funds that
allow us to do much good including forestry education, maintaining recreational
trails, and supporting some important PRF research projects. This past year, we
also had a strong presence at the annual Teachers’ Forestry Tour this past
August, working with PRF staff to ensure that the participating teachers
received a comprehensive and enlightening overview of the work that we do
together, and the importance of forest research.
One initiative we are particularly proud of is helping to support very important
data collection this fall, to validate LiDAR collected in the PRF. Using some of our
hard-earned funds judiciously, we helped to ensure the collection of high quality
data for two important forest inventory projects, which also enlisted student
mentors and student volunteers to get the work done. It is my hope that we can
continue to help when we can, to make these kinds of important projects
successful, funds permitting.
In closing, I thank all members for your support this past year. Please feel free to
contact me or any of our members if you would like to join the Friends or if you
want to volunteer in some way. Feel free to forward this newsletter to your
family, friends, and colleagues. If you want to stay more up to date, please check
out our Friends Facebook page. We try to post photos of the Friends activities
and events on a weekly basis: www.facebook.com/FriendsofPRF

Robin Cunningham
Chair of the Board
Friends of the Petawawa
Research Forest
1000 Clouthier Road, RR1,
Chalk River, ON K0J 1J0
rcunning@bell.net
(613) 732-8402

Robin Cunningham
Chair
Friends of the Petawawa Research Forest
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Friends Hold 2021 Virtual AGM
The Friends of the PRF annual general meeting (AGM) was held by Zoom on Tuesday, November 9th, 2021, from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. In addition to regular business agenda items that included both president and treasurer reports, and an
update on trail maintenance and development, special guest speaker Ron Casier, Chair of the Canadian Chestnut
Council, provided a fascinating report on the activities of his organization. Twenty members in total were in
attendance for the meeting, with acclamation of an updated Board of Directors completed, and generally positive
feedback from all with respect to the activities of the Friends. Ron Casier’s presentation is available in PDF format
from the Friends website: https://friendsoftheprf.com/.

Special Note: The PRF is looking into acquiring American Chestnut from the Canadian Chestnut Council for the Adaptive
Silviculture for Climate Change project (see article below).

Friends of the PRF
Board for 2022
Robin Cunningham (Chair)
Frank Knaapen (Vice-Chair and Trail Lead)
Peter Arbour (Treasurer)
Cash Allard (Director)
John Pineau (Communications Officer)
Cynthia Wolfgram (Director)
Rhys Hoffman (Director)
Murray Woods (Secretary)
Wayne Reid (Director)
Debby Barsi (Director)
Brittany Bechard (Algonquin Student Rep)
Jolene Meloche (Algonquin Student Rep)

A screen capture of a recent Friends of the PRF virtual Board meeting
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Welcome to our new Algonquin Student Reps
Brittany Bechard — Born and raised in Pembroke, briefly moving for school, and
later living in Temiskaming; the Forestry Technician program at Algonquin is an
inevitable step towards a rewarding and fulfilling career within the field of
forestry. I have always been passionate about understanding forest health,
wildlife, and ecological/social dynamics. I have an educational and freelance
background in both the digital arts as well as general business and
administration. Looking forward to what I can offer the Friends of The PRF and
serving our community.
Jolene Meloche — I found myself; completely secluded deep within the
Penokean hills of Elliot Lake, unplugged, and in-tune with Mother Nature. It
dawned on me… I belong in the woods. 15 years within the rough and tumble of
the Alberta steel industry was not cutting it for me anymore, nor was the thrill of
being in the promised land. In my reckoning, I discovered what truly ignites my
passion. Much like my father, whose ethereal love for nature largely influenced
the reason I embarked on this journey, I hope to make valuable contributions as a
member of the PRF. I am stoked to be a part of the research forest legacy. As a
Forestry Tech student here at Algonquin College, learning from and brushing
shoulders with industry professionals will increase my ability to advocate for
Mother Nature and how I will impact the natural world for our future.

Forest Management Planning and Operations
Update for the Petawawa Research Forest
By: Liz Cobb, RPF, Forest Operations Manager, Petawawa Research Forest

PRF’s Draft FMP was presented to a small panel of forestry
professionals throughout Canada for their feedback, review,
and endorsement. The strength of the FMP and how new
technology was utilized was recognized along with strong
operational direction to achieve sustainable results. There are
still improvements to be made however and knowledge gaps
were identified during the production of the FMP due to the
short time frame that was available to complete the plan. The
final forest management plan is currently with the Director
General of the CWFC for her endorsement.

Continued on page 4...
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Improvements will continue to be made as we implement this
FMP operationally and strive for continuous learning and
growth to feed into the next planning cycle. Our collaborative
approach gives us strength in numbers as we continue to learn
how Lidar can help us more accurately identify our current
forest condition and more efficiently implement operational
treatments.
Wildlife habitat and populations will be monitored over the ten
year plan, improving inventories, and improving mapping of
specific habitats for a variety of fauna and flora.
Fall operations are in full swing with two operators harvesting
over 200 hectares on 8 blocks which includes the Adaptive
Silviculture for Climate Change project.
A strong monitoring program for compliance and silviculture
has been identified within our FMP that will help us document
the results of the treatments we implement.
We are very much looking forward to the future and all the
opportunities that are looming on the horizon.

MOU Between Friends and PRF To Be Finalized
This fall, a memorandum of understanding (MOU) has been drafted between the Friends of the PRF and the
Petawawa Research Forest. At this time, the MOU is in the final stages of review and should be approved by both
parties sometime in the new year. The purpose of the MOU is to clearly and formally define expectations associated
with the activities, work and events undertaken by the Friends, so that staff of the PRF, managed under the auspices
of the Canadian Wood Fibre Centre, Natural Resources Canada, clearly understand, and can sanction and support
these complementary endeavours. Once finalized the MOU will be shared with all members of the Friends through
both our website and social media.
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Trails Update
Friends Vice Chair Frank Knaapen has kept quite
busy this year, maintaining the recreational trail
system at the PRF with the help of several volunteers
and Algonquin College students. Recently, pressure
treated posts were purchased so that a post and
board with a plasticized map can be added at most
trail junctions. The snowshoe trails have been
maintained and cleared of all deadfall, and can now
be used safely. Various benches along the trails have
been installed, and all are in good shape. The Friends’
Board is considering purchasing a forestry grade
brush saw for future use. We are also installing metal
boxes at the trailheads to make maps available for
people to use as they explore and use the system. As
well, we will be producing more intersection signs
where needed on the trail network. The Friends are
also looking into developing digital georeferenced
maps of the PRF for use in the Avenza app, which
allows handy GPS navigation on phones and personal
devices.

Visiting the PRF Arboretum
By Robin Cunningham, Chair of the Board of the Friends of the PRF

Although the Petawawa Research Forest is focused
on advancing forest science and research, the public is
welcome most of the year for ‘passive’ recreational
use. People can walk, bicycle, boat in Corry Lake, etc.
However, vehicle access has to be limited, and the
gates are closed to vehicles for most of the year.
There is serious concern for the welfare of trees and
the so-valuable research experiments, especially from
the risk of forest fire. As well, the Department of
National Defense (our neighbour and landlord) has
some security concerns. This past season, the one
gate was kept open between Victoria Day weekend
and Labour Day weekend, from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.,
only if the fire weather index was low or medium.
People can walk to the Arboretum from this gate
(near the Corry Lake access point at 1094 Clouthier
Road); this distance is about 700 metres. The road
through the Arboretum (the former Townsite Road) is
roughly 400 metres long. Recently, a friend in a
wheelchair managed just fine. At about 215 metres
along the Townsite Road is a roadblock that is
intended to discourage ATV access--not people. Many
more interesting trees are beyond this barrier.
Continued on page 6...
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The PRF is closed to the general public during the deer rifle
hunting season (first two weeks in November). A controlled
number of hunters can register and hunt in specific zones
within the forest. Deer hunters provide a service to the PRF; a
regular harvest of deer prevents overpopulation and limits
browsing damage on young trees and the forest understory.
Deer impede the success of regeneration efforts in many parts
of our county. We are thankful that we have not seen browsing
damage in our Arboretum.
Each fall, Algonquin College classes come to the Arboretum to
study tree identification. We see keen students coming out on
their own on weekends. Other groups have visited as well, and
Robin can often be persuaded to lead a tour.
We have species labels in English and French on smaller trees
where foliage can be studied. The labels have QR codes that
point to species descriptions on Wikipedia for those with cell
phones with cellular data.

A reminder that the barrier along the road in the Arboretum is
to discourage ATV’s, not people. The arboretum continues.

As of this season we have planted 183 trees of 83 species. New
ones this year are Jeffery Pine and Concolor Fir—both native to
mountains in California (of course we are trying them out to see
if they can thrive here.) We are building a great collection,
complementing many nice mature specimens already on site.

Former town-site residents purchased fruit and ornamental trees, perennial flowers, and other plants in their day,
and many of these have persisted. While walking through the Arboretum you can enjoy crab-apples and lilacs in
flower; find asparagus; and later on, in the season take a bite out of a sour apple. Some of the introduced species
planted have naturalized and are spreading more than we would like—they are invasive aliens. For example, we are
seeing carpets of goutweed; the variegated garden form planted having reverted to the plain green wild form. We
would like to suggest to gardeners to consider planting more native plants; but if they have potentially invasive
species, they should keep them contained—in control.
By the way, we have not seen poison ivy in this area. It is a native plant, beneficial to wildlife, but obviously hazardous
to people. Perhaps we are lucky with its absence.
The Friends have recently installed some bench seats, and we will think about how else we can enhance things in the
future. But come on out. We hope you can visit the Arboretum and enjoy our arboreal diversity.
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Living Memorial Tree Plants Help Support
Friends and Others
Despite continued social distancing required in the province of
Ontario because of the on-going COVID-19 pandemic, the
Friends of the PRF and CIF Algonquin Section were able to
undertake two successful large-scale tree plants for the Living
Memorial Program in May 2021.
The two plants, carried out by volunteers including a large
contingent of Algonquin College Forest Tech students as well as
individuals and families, were able to plant a total of 30,000
trees in the Nipissing Forest and Algonquin Park. All volunteer
planters were made aware of the importance of the Living
Memorial Program and the significance of every tree that was
ultimately planted. The trees were planted on public land – i.e.,
provincially or federally owned.
The funds raised by the memorial tree plants help with many
forestry educational projects and forest research programs in
the region, undertaken by both the Friends and the CIF
Algonquin Section.

Helping out with the Forestry Teachers’ Tour
The CIF’s annual Forestry Teachers’ Tour was hosted this
past August in collaboration with the Canadian Ecology
Centre and the CIF Algonquin Section; now in its 21st year,
it was again a very successful event. The tour itinerary
included presentations on a variety of topics (both in-class
and outdoors), hands-on activities, and site visits to the
Petawawa Research Forest and Shaw Lumber.
Participating teachers and educators were able to learn all
about forests, forest research, sustainable forest
management and how to connect forestry to the
curriculum. Both the staff at the PRF and members of the
Friends were out to help out and make the tour
informative, interesting, and fun.
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Partnering on
International Night
After an almost two-year hiatus due to COVID-19, the
Canadian Institute of Forestry’s (CIF) Algonquin Section
delivered its 64th annual International Night on Saturday,
September 25th at the Shaw Woods near Eganville; and the
Friends of the PRF were happy to be a supporting partner.
Over 60 members, friends, family, and students from the
partner organizations were in attendance for a fun-filled
afternoon that included a photo scavenger hunt and a
presentation on the flora and fauna of Arizona. Dubbed Oh so
Appetizing Arizona, the evening was capped-off with a
delicious cowboy vittles supper that included chili, baked
beans, coleslaw, and cornbread, which had everyone singing
in their saddles! Thanks to our co-partners — the Renfrew
County Chapter of the Ontario Woodlot Association, and the
CIF Algonquin Section. Thanks also to Shaw Woods for
providing the wonderful venue!

Friends Support LiDAR
Validation and Coring Projects
This fall, recent graduates from the Algonquin College forest
tech program acted as mentors for a contingent of new
students enrolled in this year’s tech program. The new students
volunteered to help support two projects involving LiDAR data
validation.
Project one involved two PRF stands that needed to be cruised
in support of the validation of LiDAR vertical stand structure
classification. The data resulting from this project are directly
transferable to any future LiDAR derived inventory produced
in Southern Ontario where partial harvesting is done. It is
hoped that automation of vertical structure classification can
be achieved, so that volume/basal area estimates can be
partitioned appropriately.
Project two involved some 30 plots that required coring for
breast height ages. These are AFRIT (Advanced Forest
Resource Inventory Technology) plots, and specific trees in
each plot were identified for acquiring ages using the cores
collected.
This work is now complete and is helping to inform the
production of forest resource inventory on both crown and
private land. The two related projects had a number of
supporting partners, including the Friends of the PRF who
contributed $3,000. These projects have excellent value in
terms of the research and tech transfer components as well as
educational merit.
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How an entomologist came
to have a love affair with a
forest
By Debby Barsi, Friends of the PRF Board Member

From that first lecture on insects, I thought to myself “insects rule
the world!”, I must dedicate my life to these fascinating creatures
- such diversity in form, life cycles and ecological adaptations, so
much to learn.
So how is it that most of my scientific career has been in forestry?
Well, a student’s need to eat led to my working at the Canadian
Forest Service (Natural Resources Canada). I got to work with
scientists who’s research focussed on advancing our
understanding of what influences tree characteristics and tree
growth… Insects would have to be put on pause.
A tree is the result of its genetics, its environment, and the
interaction between those two. The ability to tease out which of
these is responsible for the characteristic, physiological process or growth seen in the tree is not as simple as
examining the tree, as that will only provide an absolute value or description. Carefully designed experiments are
necessary. Having baseline tree characteristic data is necessary.
Enter the Petawawa Research Forest.
The PRF and its well-established plots and trials provided the essential backdrop to further our understanding of
what makes that black spruce the way it is. Early established black spruce plantations and repeated trees
measurements provided baseline data. Seven of these highly characterized trees were selected to be crossed with
each other, resulting in 49 next generation (F1) families. A scientist will have replicates as back ups just in case
something happens. This is done on two levels, planting a single tree will be a significant loss if it dies, as such
multiple sibling trees (shared genetics) are planted. Also, one wants to replicate the larger trial, as larger events
such as a fire can destroy your hard work. When the back spruce crosses were performed, the resulting F1
generation were planted on three sites at the PRF.
Sometimes science is helped along by luck. The three sites selected were similar, as in they all experienced the
same weather events, and had similar forest surrounding them, but there was a difference in soil moisture. This
variation in site moisture allowed us keen scientists identify and understand the F1 trees that stood out. In addition
to sun and CO2, trees like water, as such one would expect that the trees grown on the wetter site would have
greater productivity (height), and overall, that was the case. But how did they compare to those on the other dry
site? Having planted the same F1 on three sites allowed us to make that direct comparison. What does it mean if
some of those trees showed comparable growth on the dry site? If without the luxury of extra water, they still were
as productive, there is something in the tree’s genetics that allowed for that growth. The next step was to assess
what physiological process accounted for the growth, did their genetics allow them to be more effective in some
way when it came to photosynthesis? Or perhaps they are programmed for better water use efficiency? Or was
there a difference in where biomass was allocated, above- versus below-ground? Tolerance to drought while
maintaining productivity is a valuable trait to have in a changing climate.
This is only one example of the work that was done with these trees. Select black spruce F1 we crossed to create
the F2, these too are planted at the PRF, available for study. Such well characterized genetic repositories are not
found in many places. One cannot overemphasize their value.
The moral of the story is that the PRF is a unicorn in having such a legacy in its trees and trials.
(…oh, I still think that insects rule the world!)
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Adapting Forests to Climate Change
By Glen Prevost, R.P.F., Program Coordinator, OWA, Near North Chapter
(Reprinted from The Ontario Woodlander #105 – December 2021, courtesy of the Ontario Woodlot Association)

Forest managers and owners need good, practical information to make decisions in order to adapt their forests to
climate change. To address this need, Natural Resources Canada is implementing a large adaptive silviculture
research study at the Petawawa Research Forest (PRF). This study, called the Adaptive Silviculture for Climate
Change (ASCC) Study, is the first of its kind in Canada. The study incorporates the latest research and methods for
adapting forests to climate change. It is led by Dr. Trevor Jones (Research Scientist), Dr. Nelson Thiffault
(Research Scientist), Michael Hoepting (Silviculture Research Forester), Jeff Fera (Forest Research Officer), and
Liz Cobb (PRF Operations Manager). The outcomes will provide insight into how forests can be managed in the
face of climate change.
The Petawawa Research Forest (PRF), located in Chalk River, Ontario, is a 10,000-hectare (24,711 acre) research
forest. Operated by Natural Resources Canada’s Canadian Forest Service, the PRF aims to be a living laboratory
for innovative forest research as well as a hub for forestry knowledge transfer. The PRF was established in 1918
and has continued to build upon a rich history of data and observations to help researchers develop solutions for
the challenges facing the forests of today.

Adaptive Silviculture for Climate Change Network
This research project is part of the Adaptive Silviculture for Climate Change Network and is the first research site
outside of the United States. The network is led by Linda Nagel from Colorado State University and Maria
Janowiak and Chris Swanston from the United States Forest Service. The project consists of eleven research sites
(nine in the United States and two in Canada — the first at PRF and a second in Northern British Columbia at the
John Prince Research Forest). These sites have been established to investigate how forests can be adapted to
climate change. Each site represents a different forest type. Site specific treatments are developed and
implemented based on local conditions and knowledge. All sites maintain a consistent research and data collection
structure so results can be compared between research sites.

An Adaptive Silviculture for Climate Change project research site has been established at the PRF. Part of an international network of research installations, it
is one of two sites in Canada, the other located at the John Prince Research Forest in Northern British Columbia. Photo credits: Petawawa Research Forest,
Natural Resources Canada.

Continued on page 11...
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Each site implements at least four different treatments: Control; resistance; resilience; and transition (see Table 1).
The PRF will have a fifth treatment type called business as usual that will act as a second type of control. Resistance
and business as usual treatments aim to return the forest to its present condition after a disturbance, such as
harvesting. Resilience has the same goal but accommodates some differing methods and successional pathways to
achieve that goal. Transition allows the forest to move to a new a new condition that is not historically typical of
that region but is adapted to climate change.
Table 1 Adaptation Treatment Definitions and Goals

Climate Change Impacts at the Petawawa Research Forest
Framing the study required understanding some of the climate change impacts anticipated at the PRF. These
impacts are similar to those expected elsewhere in southern and central Ontario and include:
Continued snow and ice storms leading to crown damage and snow loading on seedlings;
Warmer winter temperatures and increased evapotranspiration;
Rain on snow events leading to rapid snow melt and fluctuating water tables; and
Increasing summer moisture stress due to drought and the increased potential for wildfire concerns.

Continued on page 12...
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Climate change will present challenges and opportunities for accomplishing the management objectives of the
Petawawa Research Forest and include:
Increased drought stress leading to slower growth of established trees and increase mortality in regeneration;
Shorter, milder winters could lead to challenges with the timing of vegetation management and harvest, but may
also enable the establishment and growth of new, high-value species;
Infrastructure on the PRF could be taxed by large storm events and heavy rains.
Changes in precipitation patterns and increased drought could increase stress and lead to increases in forest
insects and diseases.
Research Design
The ASCC research site at the PRF covers 189 hectares of land situated in stands with major components of white
and red pine, and mid-canopy components of aspen, white birch, red maple, balsam fir, and white spruce. The
control treatment will be situated in stands representing a future desired condition. These stands will serve as a
benchmark of natural succession in the absence of management.
The business as usual treatment will use the standard uniform shelterwood silvicultural system used in pine forests
in the Great Lakes-St Lawrence Forest. The goal is to regenerate a well-stocked productive, pine-dominated stand.
Growing sawlogs and maintaining high-quality habitat will be key priorities in this treatment. A first harvest will
reduce the basal area down to 12-14 m2/ha. Planting of white pine from local seed sources will occur after the first
harvest and natural regeneration of pine will be encouraged. A Second harvest will occur when the regeneration is
six meters tall.
The resistance treatment has the same goals and treatment method as the business as usual treatment but
includes the planting of white pine from within the local seed zone as well as seedlings from seed zones further
south that are anticipated to be optimized for a future climate.
The resilience treatment will use an irregular shelterwood system with expanding gaps. Goals include: creating a
well-stocked, multi-aged stand that is white pine dominated but with components of red oak, aspen, and red pine;
promoting low susceptibility to disturbance and fire; growing sawlogs; enhancing species and genetic diversity; and
maintaining high-quality habitat. Natural regeneration will be encouraged, and planting will occur in the gaps using
white pine, red oak, and white oak, all from sources optimized for future conditions. White oak will be a new
addition to the area as its natural northern range ends just north of Ottawa.
The transition treatment will use a clearcut with seed tree system, leaving 16 to 35 stems per hectare after harvest.
The goals include providing wood products, promoting a species mix that is adapted to drought, wildfire, storm,
insects, and diseases, and maintaining wildlife habitat. Planting will occur after the harvest and will include local red
pine stock as well as pitch pine, red oak, and white oak from sources optimized for future conditions. Pitch pine will
be a new addition to the area as its natural northern range ends along the St. Lawrence River near Kingston and the
Quebec-Ontario-New York border.

This transition treatment is a clearcut with seed trees. It will be planted with red pine stock, pitch pine, red oak, and white oak. Photo credits: Petawawa
Research Forest, Natural Resources Canada

Continued on page 13...
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Implementation
The study is currently underway with harvests starting in November 2021. Preparatory work was undertaken
through 2020 and 2021. The researchers hope the site becomes a hub for other researchers who want to answer
questions about climate change and its impacts on ecosystems and wildlife.
This article is brief description of what is a complex, leading-edge, and exciting project. Those who wish to know
more can contact Dr. Trevor Jones ( trevor.jones@canada.ca) project Lead Scientist at the Canadian Forest Service.
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Algonquin Forest Techs at
the PRF: The Ultimate Outdoor
Classroom
By Peter Arbour, Coordinator and Professor, Forestry Technician Program,
Algonquin College

I stand at the bus shelter of Algonquin College, clipboard in hand,
taking student attendance. Everyone is rubbing sleep from their
eyes as they board the bus to the PRF. I love these trips, my
exuberance igniting annoyed looks from the more tired students.
I smile back at them, undaunted, confident. How can I embrace
such a cavalier attitude towards their scorn? I know something
the students will come to learn in time, that we are going to the
best forestry classroom there is.
The underpinning of these field excursions begins with the PRF
staff. Heidi, Liz, Melissa, and Kyle are excellent in facilitating
Algonquin College trips. Their expertise and advice provide the
College an ability to teach at the right sites for what the students
need to learn. Added to this, the recent Memorandum of
Understanding completed between the PRF, and Algonquin
College will help enhance the decades’ long collaboration
between the two organizations and give students increased
possibilities for field placement and volunteerism.

Continued on page 14...
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One of the best examples of this partnership is the recent
installation of the PRF Tree Marking plots. A full suite of Level
1 hardwood plots and Level 2 conifer plots were established,
thanks to the efforts of the PRF, Forests Ontario, Algonquin
College Forest Techs, and the Friends of the PRF. For the
students, this collaboration represents a chance to work in
the woods, sure. But more than that, it represents access to
expert forest practitioners, people that can guide the
students, and help them network, people whose forestry
career stories they can learn from.
Another (fairly obvious) back drop that makes the PRF an
ideal location to teach Forestry is the myriad experiments,
studies, and demonstration areas. Want to discuss good
silviculture? Tree genetics? Species at Risk? Wetland
characterization? The PRF has it all, supported by over 100
years of data. And all the studies so close to each other! With
every visit, I see students light up with new knowledge, a
deeper understanding of the forest. As a teacher, I can go to
any spot in the PRF and know that it will resonate with the
students and build on the foundations laid in the classroom. It
is as if I can stand there and simply say “See.” This is
particularly satisfying, as they will take that knowledge with
them throughout their careers, and help them influence the
future of our forests in a good way.
Along the same lines of understanding changing needs in forestry, new studies at the PRF are particularly
beneficial to the Forest Techs. New work in Enhanced Forest Inventory, Climate Change, Biomass, Wildlife
considerations, as well as other initiatives, give the students insights into the dynamics that will be at play in their
careers.
So, as we get back on the bus at the end of another PRF field day, all the bleariness has left the students, replaced
with the thought that it has been class time well spent. And to the students that scowled at the start of the trip, I
secretly gloat my vindication at them.

Snowshoe Trail
Map for 2022
For all who love a healthy
trek on snowshoes,
breathing in cool, crisp
air, and potentially seeing
some hardy winter fauna,
here is a new map of the
snowshoe trails at the
PRF… The Friends are
proud to develop and
maintain these trails.
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Friends of the PRF Swag Available!
Friends of the PRF sweaters and baseball caps are now available! Sweaters
featuring the original logo are a heavy blend of cotton/polyester with sizes
ranging from S to XL ($40) and baseball caps featuring the PRF 100 logo
(pictured above) are 100% cotton structured caps ($25).
Contact any members of the Friends if you wish to order any of the items
available.

Petawawa National Forestry Institute (PNFI) Former Employee
Social Media (Facebook) Group
Friends of the Petawawa
Research Forest
PFNI Alumni Group

Former employees at PNFI are invited to catch up on what is going on with your
friends and colleagues and to share what you have been doing, where you are, how
your family is... Pass this group link on to others that you are still in touch with, so they
can join our little group too.

Donations to the Friends of the Petawawa Research Forest
The Friends of the Petawawa Research Forest welcome your donations. We will be able to continue to lead and support
many projects, activities and events - through your generosity.
Please print and detach this form if you would like to make a donation and become a member of the Friends.

Name
Please make your cheque payable to:

Postal address

"Friends of the Petawawa Research Forest"
Mail to:
Treasurer - Friends of the Petawawa Research
Forest,
PO Box 2000
Chalk River, ON | K0J 1J0

Telephone

Feedback

Want more information on any of the above articles?
Interested in submitting an article in the next FPRF Newsletter?

Please contact:

John Pineau
john.pineau@ontariowoodlot.com
705-358-4261
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